Change of Major Form

Instructions:
1. Fill out the form clearly and completely.
2. See an Academic Advisor in Academic Advisement and Transfer Center in Room S-108 to discuss the change.
3. See the Chairperson of the department of the new major. If you are changing your major to Liberal Arts, go to Academic Advisement and Transfer Center in Room S-108.
4. Drop off the form in the Registrar’s Office (Room S-315).

8-digit CUNYfirst ID or 9-digit Social Security Number: ____________________________________________

Last Name ____________________________________________ First Name _________________________________

Please select your new major/degree:
☐ Accounting: ACC-AAS
☐ Accounting Certificate: ACC-CERT
☐ Bilingual Childhood Education: EDB-AA
☐ Biotechnology: BTE-AS
☐ Business Administration: BAN-AA
☐ Business Management: BEC-AAS
☐ Childhood Education: EDU-AA
☐ Communication Studies: COM-AA
☐ Community Health Education: COH-AS
☐ Computer Information Systems: CIS-AAS
☐ Computer Network Technology: CNT-AAS
☐ Computer Science: CSC-AS
☐ Criminal Justice: CRJ-AA
☐ Early Childhood Education: ECE-AS
☐ Engineering Science: ESC-AS
☐ Forensic Accounting: FAC-AS
☐ Health Informatics Certificate: HIC-CERT
☐ Health Information Technology: HIT-AAS
☐ Human Services: HUM-AS
☐ Liberal Arts: LIB-AA
☐ Mathematics: MAT-AS
☐ Math & Sci. for Secondary Education: SED-AS
☐ Multimedia Programming Design: MMD-AS
☐ Paramedic: EMT-AAS
☐ School Health Education: SHE-AS
☐ Science: SCI-AS
☐ Science for Forensics: FSC-AS
☐ Small Business Entrepreneurship: SBE-AAS
☐ Theatre: THE-AS
☐ Video Arts & Technology: VAT-AS
☐ Writing & Literature: ENG-AA

☐ Finance & Banking: FNB-BEC
☐ General Management: GEN-BEC
☐ Marketing: MAR-BEC
☐ Travel & Tourism: TTA-BEC
☐ Biology: BIO-SED
☐ Chemistry: CHE-SED
☐ Mathematics: MTH-SED
☐ Physics: PHY-SED
☐ Computer Arts & Design: MMA-MMD
☐ Programming: MMP-MMD

☐ Infant/Toddler: ECI-ECE
☐ Pre-school: ECP-ECE
☐ Computer Arts & Design: MMA-MMD
☐ Programming: MMP-MMD

☐ Effective Date of Change (For Registrar Only): _______________________________________________